The variations of tropical upper tropospheric (UT) clouds with sea surface temperature 21 (SST) are analyzed using effective cloud fraction from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) 22 on Aqua and ice water content (IWC) from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on Aura. The 23 analyses are limited to UT clouds above 300 hPa. Our analyses do not suggest a negative 24 correlation of tropical-mean UT cloud fraction with the cloud-weighted SST (CWT). Instead, 25 both tropical-mean UT cloud fraction and IWC are found to increase with CWT, although their 26 correlations with CWT are rather weak. The rate of increase of UT cloud fraction with CWT is 27 comparable to that of precipitation, while the UT IWC and ice water path (IWP) increase more 28 strongly with CWT. The radiative effect of UT clouds is investigated, and they are shown to 29 provide a net warming at the top of the atmosphere. An increase of IWP with SST yields an 30 increase of net warming that corresponds to a positive feedback, until the UT IWP exceeds a 31 value about 50% greater than presently observed by MLS. Further increases of the UT IWP 32 would favor the shortwave cooling effect, causing a negative feedback. Sensitivities of UT cloud 33 forcing to the uncertainties in UT CFR and IWC measurements are discussed. 34
To facilitate the comparison with LCH2001, we use a similar analysis approach as used in their 143 study: i.e., we examine the scatter plots of the UT CFR and IWC/IWP versus CWT and identify 144 apparent relationships. We recognize the intrinsic problem of using the CWT definition as pointed 145 out by HM2002. To deal with this problem, we have expanded the analysis into two parts. First, 146 different tropical latitude belts are analyzed and compared. Second, the spatial patterns of UT CFR 147 and IWC/IWP relations to CWT are examined so that the regional difference of cloud and SST 8 investigated simultaneously and compared to that of the UT CFR and IWP. We also use 150 precipitation to normalize CFR or IWP by dividing the mean CFR or IWP by the mean 151 precipitation in an analogous procedure to LCH2001 which used deep cumulus core fraction to 152 normalize cirrus anvil fraction. The relationships of the precipitation-normalized CFR and IWP 153 with the CWT are analyzed, the intricacies of the normalization procedure are addressed and the 154 caveats of such a technique are noted. 155
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the datasets used for the analyses. 156 Section 3 presents the UT clouds and SST relationships based on the AIRS and MLS observations. 157
The UT cloud radiative effect and its changes associated with the IWC/IWP changes are discussed 158 in Section 4. The conclusion and discussion are given in Section 5. 159 included. Together they cover more than 90% of the globe, with each set of orbits alone covering 164 about 80% of the globe (Figure 1 ). The AIRS CFR retrieval uses a radiance fitting procedure 165 described in Susskind et al. [2003] , with a horizontal resolution of ~15 km. To identify high-166 altitude clouds, we use the simultaneous AIRS Level 3 CTP measurement, which has a horizontal 167 FOV of ~45 km in diameter, and has been validated against CloudSat, CALIPSO, and surface-168 based Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) observations [Kahn et al., 2007a, b] . Only grid 169 boxes with CTP < 300 hPa are considered UT clouds. This value is chosen to match the MLS IWC 170 measurement, which only goes down to 215 hPa. Early cross-comparison between the AIRS and 9 bias compared to that derived from the MLS IWC measurements [Kahn et al., 2007a; than the actual cloud coverage. Preliminary analysis indicates that the difference between the 179 AIRS retrieved CFR and the actual cloud coverage is about 0.2 (absolute difference) in the global 180 average [Kahn et al. 2007b ]. Such caveats need to be considered when interpreting the results of 181 the analysis. 182
Data
The Aura MLS Level 2 IWC measurements from August 8, 2004 to September 30, 2006 183 (version 1.5) are used. The IWC is retrieved from the cloud-induced radiance at 240 GHz [Wu et 184 al., 2006 ]. The v1.5 IWC is available at 215, 178, 147, 121, 100, 83 and 68 hPa, with a horizontal 185 resolution of 200-300 km along-track and ~7 km cross-track, and a vertical resolution of 3-4 km 186 [Livesey et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2006 Wu et al., , 2007 . The Aura MLS IWC data have been validated against 187 in situ aircraft measurements and other satellite data [Wu et al., 2007] , and have been compared 188 with model simulations and analyses [Li et al., 2005] . The estimated IWC absolute accuracy is 189 within a factor of 2 and there may be up to 50% low bias compared to CloudSat IWC (version 4) 190 for single measurements, mostly for large IWC values due to instrument sensitivity [Wu et al. 191 2008]. On averages over large spatial domain and over periods longer than a few days, the 192 differences between MLS and CloudSat IWC are largely reduced [Wu et al. 2008 ]. The spatial 193 pattern of the MLS IWC resembles deep convective systems and associated anvil clouds [Li et al., 194 2005; Su et al., 2006a] . The Level 2 data are obtained along MLS orbit tracks. The gap between 10 orbits is about 25° in the tropics (30ºS-30ºN) ( Figure 1 ). The number of profiles each day is about 196 3500, with one-third of them within the tropics. Although the MLS daily data coverage is 197 relatively sparse, the daily cloud occurrence frequency in the tropical average is close to the MLS 198 monthly cloud occurrence frequency, suggesting that the tropical averages obtained from daily 199 data are adequately representative of the entire tropics. We note that both AIRS and MLS 200 measurements are only made up to twice per day for any given region and do not capture the full 201 diurnal cycles of tropical clouds. Since the daily mean values are of interest here, the impact of 202 diurnal variability is deferred to future study. 203
205
We use the daily microwave SST product from the Advanced Microwave Scanning 206
Radiometer -EOS (AMSR-E) on the Aqua satellite (version 2) with a horizontal resolution of 207 0.25°×0.25°, processed at Remote Sensing Systems [Donlon et al., 2002] . To reduce sampling 208 errors, we average the AMSR-E SST to both AIRS and MLS data grids when performing 209 correlation analyses. The through-cloud capabilities of microwave radiometers reduce the 210 influence of clouds on the SST retrieval, and the daily coverage of the AMSR-E SST is an 211 improvement from the weekly SST product from the National Centers for Environmental 212 Prediction (NCEP) analysis, which was used in LCH2001. 213
We use the daily TRMM precipitation data (3B42) [Huffman et al., 2001] scattered with respect to the CWT, but a positive slope is discernible, about 1.6 CFR% K -1 (~13% 234 K -1 relative to the 4-year mean CFR of 12%). The correlation coefficient is about 0.2, rejecting the 235 null hypothesis of zero correlation at the 95% significance level based on the Student's t-test. If 236 we extend the area to 30ºS-30ºN, the regression slope reduces to 0.5 CFR% K -1 (~6% K −1 relative 237 to the 4-year mean CFR), with a correlation coefficient of 0.16 (Table 1 ). If we perform the 238 averaging over the western Pacific from 130ºE to 170ºW (30ºS-30ºN) as in LCH2001, the slope of coefficient of 0.12 (Table 1) . The smaller regression slope of CFR versus the CWT for areas 241
including the subtropics indicates that the weaker SST influence away from the deep convective 242 regions. However, the correlation coefficients between the mean cloud fraction and the CWT are 243 generally weak in all regions examined, with the values even smaller than those in HM2002 using 244 the original datasets as LCH2001. Furthermore, the sign is reversed here. 245
The positive correlation of AIRS CFR with the CWT is different from the negative correlation 246 of anvil cloud coverage with the CWT as shown in LCH2001. This may be because the AIRS 247 CFR includes deep convective towers, anvil clouds and even thin cirrus while LCH2001 separated 248 anvil clouds from cumulus turrets. Second, the emissivity factor in the AIRS CFR may cause 249 biases in the CFR and CWT relation. Moreover, our dataset covers different periods from 250 LCH2001 and interannual variability may play a role in the different relations of UT cloud 251 fraction versus SST. Using the first two years and last two years of daily CFR regressed with the 252 corresponding CWT gives a positive slope of 1.1 and 1.9 CFR% K -1 (9% K -1 and 16% K -1 253 relatively), respectively. Despite the difference in the magnitudes for different years, the AIRS 254 CFR appears to increase with the CWT. 255 256 257
To examine the spatial distribution of the CFR relation to the CWT, we follow the analysis 258 techniques used in HM2002 to regress the time series of CFR at each 1°x1° grid onto the time 259 series of CWT (averaged over 30°S-30°N). The regressions are performed using both the original 260 unfiltered data and high-passed data, in which a 91-day running mean is removed to filter out the 261 low-frequency variability. We find the spatial patterns of regression coefficients are similar using the unfiltered or high-passed data as in HM2002. Figure 3 shows the regression coefficients of 263 CFR on the CWT which has been high-pass filtered and divided by its standard deviation. 264
Consistent with HM2002, the regression coefficients of CFR on the CWT exhibit spatial 265 differences in deep tropics and subtropics; but to a much less extent than that in HM2002. The 266 regression coefficients are positive in climatologically convective regions and negative in non-267 convective regions, with minima in the subtropical North Pacific and the southern Indian Ocean. 268
As HM2002 pointed out, negative regression of CFR with CWT tends to occur over cold waters. 269
However, we note that the magnitudes of regression coefficients in Fig LCH2001 hypothesized that increasing precipitation efficiency with increasing surface 279 temperature may reduce the cirrus outflow. We analyzed the TRMM precipitation dataset and 280 examined its variation with SST and CFR. Figure 2b shows the scatter plot of the CFR versus 281 the mean precipitation ( P ) for 15°S-15°N. The correlation coefficient between CFR and P is 282 0.55, statistically significant above the 95% level. When P is scattered against the CWT, a 283 positive correlation of 0.2 is found (Fig. 2c ). The P increases with the CWT at a rate of 0.2 mm 284 day -1 K -1 , about 16% K -1 relative to its 4-year mean. When we define a precipitation-normalized CFR by simply dividing CFR by P and scatter the ratio of cloud fraction to 286 precipitation against the CWT, we find the precipitation-normalized cloud fraction appears to be 287 insensitive to SST changes, with a slightly negative slope of −0.2 CFR% mm -1 day K -1 ( Fig.  288 2d), corresponding to −2% K -1 relative to the 4-year mean. The correlation coefficient between 289 the precipitation-normalized cloud fraction and the CWT is only −0.02, suggesting virtually no 290 linear correlation. 291
However, a caveat needs to be pointed out regarding this normalization procedure, which is 292 analogous to the normalization of cirrus anvil fraction by deep convective core fraction used in 293 LCH2001. As shown in Fig. 2b , tropical-mean cloud fraction is not simply proportional to the 294 tropical-mean precipitation, since the linear regression line has a non-zero intercept. Thus, 295 simply dividing cloud fraction by precipitation would result in a term inversely proportional to 296 the mean precipitation in addition to the regression slope of cloud fraction to precipitation, and 297 only the latter is the quantity of relevance to the detrainment of cirrus clouds per unit convection. 298
Hence, although the normalization is appealing, simply dividing the cloud fraction by 299 precipitation does not provide a good solution to isolate the cirrus detrainment change from the 300 cumulus convection change itself. Given the non-proportionality between cloud fraction and 301 precipitation, we are inclined to be cautious about inferring cirrus detrainment change using this 302 normalization procedure. 303
For the entire tropics within 30ºS-30ºN, the precipitation-normalized CFR also shows a 304 slightly negative regression slope with the CWT, about −1% K -1 (Table 1) , but the correlation 305 coefficient is close to zero. For the region analyzed in LCH2001, the slope of the precipitation-306 normalized CFR versus SST is only 0.1% K -1 , an almost flat regression line. Considering that 307 the AIRS CFR convolves emissivity and areal coverage, the actual cirrus areal coverage is substantially higher than the CFR, especially for thin cirrus [Kahn et al. 2007b ]. This may yield 309 a somewhat stronger negative slope in Fig. 2d CWT was lower than the 4-year average (solid lines, the "lower SST days") and vice versa 316 (dashed lines, the "higher SST days" ) using both unfiltered ( Fig. 4a ) and high-passed (91-day 317 running mean removed, Fig. 4b ) data. Although this composite procedure was similar to 318 HM2002, the results we obtain bear different characteristics from HM2002 (their Fig. 5 ), mainly 319 because different datasets are analyzed here, which may be associated with different cloud 320 systems. In HM2002, the anti-correlation of CWT with anvil cloud fraction primarily resulted 321 from the cloud fraction variations in latitudes greater than 15º. The equatorial anvil cloud 322 fraction changes were smaller than those in the subtropics. In our composites ( Fig. 4) , the CWT 323 seems in phase with the northern hemispheric SST and out of phase with the southern 324 hemisphere SST, arising from the seasonal shifts of SST patterns. Since the cloud fraction in the 325 northern hemisphere is larger on average than that in the southern hemisphere, the CWT 326 variation is dominated by the northern hemispheric SST. Noticeable differences in cloud fraction 327 between the "lower SST days" and the "higher SST days" are found through all tropical 328 latitudes, which are positively correlated with each hemispheric zonal SST changes. Similarly, 329 zonal precipitation changes follow the zonal SST changes. Figure 4b shows the zonal-mean and precipitation changes positively correlate with SST changes for most tropical latitudes. 332
Large changes of CFR and precipitation are within 10ºS-10ºN. Outside 10ºS-10ºN, the changes 333 of CFR and precipitation are quite small. 334
In summary, the tropical-mean UT cloud fraction has a weakly positive correlation with the 335 underlying SST. We do not observe a negative correlation of the UT CFR with the CWT as in 336 LCH2001. Comparing to the precipitation increase with the CWT, the UT cloud fraction increases 337 at a similar rate. No distinct correlation is found between the CWT and the ratio of the UT CFR to 338 the precipitation. 339
On the other hand, CFR is only one measure of UT cloud amount. Cloud optical depth, which 340 is dependent on IWC and cloud height, is a more radiatively relevant cloud quantity. The changes 341 of IWC with SST can alter the net radiative forcing of the UT clouds in addition to that caused by 342 the cloud fraction changes. Therefore, we have analyzed the IWC measurements from MLS to 343 better quantify the UT cloud variations with SST. tropical-mean precipitation P is positively correlated with IWP with a correlation coefficient of 364 0.6. However, we note that IWP and P are not strictly proportional, indicated by the two different 365 slopes for the least-squares fitted line and the line constrained to go through zero (Fig. 6b ). Thus 366 the relation of the precipitation-normalized IWP with SST ( Fig. 6c ) does not completely remove 367 the precipitation dependence on SST, similar to the precipitation-normalized CFR shown in Fig.  368 2d. Despite the fact that the term inversely proportionally to precipitation would yield a negative 369 tendency for the precipitation-normalized IWP relation with SST, the precipitation-normalized 370 IWP exhibits a positive slope with the CWT, at the rate about 15% K −1 , with a correlation 371 coefficient of 0.2. Similar results are found for 30°S-30°N and the region used in LCH2001 (Table  372 1). The increase of IWP with the CWT occurs at a greater rate than that of precipitation for all 373 three areas analyzed. passed precipitation is very noisy. Similar to Fig. 4b , it is not obvious that the subtropical cloud 384 variations are greater than that in the deep tropics, different from the results shown in HM2002. 385 386
Exploring the radiative effect of UT clouds 387
The motivation to examine the UT cloud fraction and IWC changes with SST resides in the 388 importance of the radiative forcing of these clouds to the Earth-atmosphere climate system. It is 389 useful to estimate how much the cloud radiative effect may change given the rate of UT cloud 390 changes with SST. However, a limitation of our datasets is the lack of cloud profiles below 215 391 hPa. Thus an accurate quantification of the total cloud radiative forcing is not possible with only 392 the datasets used in this study. Nevertheless, we carry out some calculations to obtain a qualitative 393 estimate of the radiative effect of the UT clouds and the sensitivity of the cloud radiative effect to 394 UT cloud changes. Our calculations are focused on the tropical-mean cloud forcings. These 395 calculations are considered to be idealized but they help to shed light on understanding the cloud 396 feedback problem. stream approximation for solar flux calculations [Liou et al., 1988] and delta-two-stream 399 approximation for infrared flux calculations [Fu et al., 1997] . The incorporation of non-grey 400 gaseous absorption in multiple-scattering atmospheres is based on the correlated k-distribution 401 method developed by Fu and Liou [1992] . The solar and infrared spectra are divided into 6 and 12 402 bands, respectively, according to the location of absorption bands. Parameterization of the single-403 scattering properties for ice cloud follows the procedure developed by Fu and Liou [1993] . The 404 spectral extinction coefficient, the single-scattering albedo, and the asymmetry factor are 405 parameterized in terms of the IWC and the effective ice crystal size (D e ). For D e , instead of using 406 the mono-distribution as in the standard Fu-Liou code, we adopt the empirical formula for ice 407 and is considered to be an improvement over other more arbitrary assumptions of ice particle size. 411
We perform the radiation calculations for two cases. In one case, we treat all MLS observed 412 UT clouds as "single-layer' clouds, with no clouds underneath (the "single-layer" case). This 413 treatment has been a common practice in isolation of the radiative effect of certain types of clouds 414 Since the UT IWC tends to increase with SST more than does the cloud fraction, we conduct a 485 set of sensitivity runs to investigate the change of CRE due to the changes of IWC. We 486 successively increase the IWC values at each height uniformly over the tropics by 25% to 250%, 487 while keeping cloud fraction unchanged. For simplicity, the "single-layer" approach is used. Based 488 on the previous calculations, the results obtained from the "single-layer" case is applicable to the that the tropical-mean net warming reaches its maximum when IWC is increased by 25%-50% 491 from the current value. When IWP is increased by 50%, The net warming is 0.05 W m −2 more than 492 the standard run, with LW and SW effects both increasing by 0.7 W m -2 . Supposing the rate of 493 IWC increase with SST is about 26% K −1 as shown in Fig. 5a and Table 1, the change of net CRE  494 with SST is about 0.02 W m −1 K −1 , while the separate changes of LW and SW CRE are larger. 495
When IWC is increased more than 50%, the increase in SW cooling outweighs LW warming, 496 causing the net CRE to decrease from its maximum value. When IWC is increased by 75%, the net 497 CRE returns to approximately the same value as the standard run, although the changes in the LW 498 and SW effects are both about 1.0 W m -2 in the tropical average. A further increase of IWC yields 499 net warming smaller than the standard run, although it is unlikely the polarity of the net CRE 500 would reverse sign given reasonable IWC changes for hypothetical SST changes up to a few 501 degrees. These UT clouds would provide a persistent warming effect even when their IWC is more 502 than doubled. Note that these sensitivity runs also provide an estimate of UT cloud forcing errors 503 when the bias in MLS IWC measurements is considered. The doubled IWC run gives an upper 504 bound of cloud forcing uncertainty (< 0.05 W m −2 ) due to the low bias in IWC single 505 measurements. If all MLS IWC measurements were 50% lower than the actual IWC, further 506 increase of UT IWC would tend to reduce the net warming and correspond to a negative cloud 507 feedback. However, since the tropical-mean MLS IWC is not significantly lower than that of 508 CloudSat, our estimate of tropical-mean UT CRE is useful in a reasonable range. 509
Conclusion and discussion 510
Two aspects of tropical upper tropospheric cloud variations with SST are analyzed using new other is ice water content (IWC), which is directly linked to cloud optical thickness. Averages of 513 cloud quantities and precipitation over tropical oceans are scattered against the cloud-weighted 514 SST (CWT) and their relationships with the CWT are identified. Daily tropical-mean UT cloud 515 fraction from AIRS tends to increase with the CWT, at a comparable rate to the tropical-mean 516 precipitation increase with the CWT, close to 15% K -1 for 15ºS-15ºN and 5% K -1 for 30ºS-30ºN. 517
Measures of UT cloud ice, IWC and IWP, are found to increase with the CWT at a rate ~26% K -1 518 for 15ºS-15ºN and ~16% K -1 for 30ºS-30ºN, faster than does the tropical-mean precipitation. The We also adopt a procedure as in LCH2001 which normalizes CFR or IWP by precipitation and 528 regress the ratio with the CWT. Although the intent of normalizing cloud statistics by a measure 529 related to convective mass flux is appealing [LCH2001], we show that such a normalization 530 procedure that assumes proportionality appears to face inherent problems. For the data considered 531 here, proportionality does not hold between precipitation and CFR or IWP. While the 532 normalization procedure thus does not appear to be a reliable means of taking out the effects of 533 large-scale circulations and SST gradients, and we do not recommend it for inference regarding 534 climate change, we nonetheless examine the results of this procedure, and do not find a significant 535 negative relationship with CWT. However, the observed variations of UT CFR, IWC, IWP and 536 precipitation with the CWT provide useful reference values for evaluation of cloud simulations in 537 climate models. 538
The radiative effect of the UT clouds observed by AIRS and MLS is estimated using the Fu-539 Liou radiative transfer model. We emphasize the qualitative aspect of the radiation calculations 540 due to uncertainties associated with missing low and middle level clouds, the estimate of cloud 541 fraction and other factors. We find that UT clouds have a dominant infrared-warming effect owing 542 to their small visible optical depth, consistent with previous studies. Increasing the UT IWC by 543 50% would increase the net cloud forcing by about 0.05 W m −2 , corresponding to a small positive 544 feedback and a sensitivity to SST around 0.02 W m −2 K −1 . However, the small change in net CRE 545 is associated with relatively large changes in LW and SW fluxes separately, which can have a non-546 negligible effect on atmospheric heating rate and surface energy budget. Further increases of IWC 547 would reduce the magnitude of net warming due to the nonlinearity in the net CRE with IWC. 548
However, for any reasonable increase of tropical mean SST (within a few degrees), the net 549 radiative forcing of these UT clouds remains positive (warming). Measurement uncertainties in UT 550 CFR and IWC greatly affect the magnitude of cloud forcing but the qualitative change of cloud 551 radiative effects holds for a reasonable range. 552
We note that our analysis focuses on the upper-most clouds in the troposphere. We do not find 553 a negative correlation of the UT cloud fraction with the underlying SST. The variations of the UT 554 clouds with SST are consistent with increases in tropical deep convection with SST, with the 555 caveat that this is in part associated with changes in SST gradients for the variability observed 556 here. The implication that stronger convection produces thicker cirriform clouds when local SST 557 increases qualitatively agrees with RC1991, although the radiative effect of UT clouds derived 558 here is different from the cloud forcing in RC1991, which included the deep convective clouds and 559 anvils in the whole tropospheric column. With the emerging new tropospheric cloud profiles from 560
CloudSat/CALIPSO, we are hopeful that a better understanding of tropical cloud variability and a 561 more accurate quantification of cloud radiative impact can be attained. 562 563 
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